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before we get to the bad news, let's keep one thing in mind. this isn't necessarily the end of in-game
gold trading. blizzard still won't allow the auction house's official mode of operation, the real money
auction house. and this is a good thing, as it means that cheating remains a risk. it also means that

players will continue to game the system that's in place, only without the benefits that blizzard hopes
to reward the players. the real problem here is that greed has returned to the world of diablo 3, and
developers' actions don't reflect that. blizzard is going to have to do some serious revamping if they
want to reclaim the trust of their loyal community of gamers. when diablo 3 made its official debut, it
dropped players into the nexus, a futuristic world that was modelled after the city of new tristram. the

nexus was a conglomeration of several types of supernatural monsters, including the church of the
black apocalypse, the soulforged legion, and the fallen. these groups were sponsored by the five great

prophets, which were tasked with stopping an apocalypse. the five great prophets are essentially
diablo 3's version of diablo 1's mysterious bosses. these monsters grant the player with power, until
they start being corrupted by a dark force that turns them into dark versions of their previous selves.
each of these great prophets has a unique build of their own. some of them have a tendency to create
dark powers, while others gain new offensive abilities, or new defensive measures, in order to combat

the evil around them. for the most part, each of these great prophets can be independently
employed, and each will inevitably become your most effective weapon against the world of diablo 3.
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